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Abstract—One challenge in video processing is to detect actions
and events, known or unknown, in video streams dynamically.
This paper proposes a visualization solution, where a video
stream is depicted as a series of snapshots at a relatively sparse
interval, and detected actions are highlighted with continuous
abstract illustrations. The combined imagery and illustrative vi-
sualization conveys multi-ﬁeld information in a manner similar to
electrocardiograms (ECG) and seismographs. We thus name this
type of video visualization as VideoPerpetuoGram (VPG). In this
paper, we describe a system that handles the raw and processed
information of the video stream in a multi-ﬁeld visualization
pipeline. As examples, we consider the needs for highlighting
several types of processed information, including detected actions
in video streams, and estimated relationship between recognized
objects. We examine the effective means for depicting multi-ﬁeld
information in VPG, and support our choice of visual mappings
through a survey. Our GPU implementation facilitates the VPG-
speciﬁc viewing speciﬁcation through a sheared object space, as
well as volume bricking and combinational rendering of volume
data and glyphs.
Index Terms—Video visualization, multi-ﬁeld visualization,
volume rendering, GPU rendering, video processing, actions and
events in videos, VideoPerpetuoGram (VPG).
1 INTRODUCTION
Notionally, a video stream is analogous to many forms of digital
signals (e.g., recordings of voice, electrical activity of the heart
and seismic waves) except that it is composed of numerous
interrelated pixel signals, and is inherently much more complex.
Hence, dynamically processing and summarizing a video stream,
and cost-effectively presenting a record of a video stream remains
a huge challenge in video processing and visualization.
Consider an example video stream captured by the CAVIAR
project [10]. Fig. 1 shows a presentation based on snapshots
together with annotated texts that were hand-labeled as the ground
truth in CAVIAR. Even without contemplating the difﬁculties in
developing a system that would produce reliable and compre-
hensive annotated texts dynamically in a variety of situations,
the visual record exempliﬁed by Fig. 1 would require a lot of
snapshots and a lot of texts in order for viewers to observe and
comprehend the activities and events in the video.
Automatic annotation of video streams is fundamentally an
analytical process. Statistical analysis of time-dependent behav-
ioral data typically encounters a number of difﬁculties [13]. (i) It
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is often difﬁcult to deﬁne a set of exclusive actions, with the
assumption that these actions cannot take place simultaneously.
For example, in real life, browsing shop windows may be ac-
companied by a slow walking action. (ii) It is difﬁcult to deﬁne
precisely the boundary and length of an action. For example, there
will always be gradual changes between walking and standing,
especially in slow walking. (iii) The semantic classiﬁcation to
actions may not always be reliable, especially when it is done
using an automatic recognition technique. (iv) Many statistical
modeling methods rely on a ﬁnite state machine, which sometimes
do not encompass all admissible sequences of actions in real life.
All these difﬁculties are applicable to video analysis, and hence
event detection and classiﬁcation remains an unsolved problem
in video analysis based on computer vision.
The goal of this work is to examine the feasibility of alleviating
the above-mentioned difﬁculties using visualization. Our aim is
to create a visual representation of a continuous video stream in
a manner similar to an electrocardiogram (ECG) and a seismo-
graph. Such visualization should convey both the raw imagery
information of the video stream as well as processed information
(e.g., extracted actions, recognized objects or detected events).
The latter is usually application-speciﬁc. The visualization can
serve a number of purposes:
• Fast temporal overview. The visualization would make it
easy for viewers to gain an overview of a temporal segment
of a video without watching the video, or trying to piece
together an overview from several disconnected snapshots.
• Focus highlighting. The visualization would highlight spe-
ciﬁc processed information (as the focus) against the raw
imagery information (as the context), and draws the viewers’
attention to objects, actions or events that are of interest.
• Fault tolerance. The visualization would enable viewers to
identify errors in the processed information since automated
vision techniques and statistical analysis are unlikely to
deliver 100% accuracy.
• Long-term record. The visualization could be used as a
long-term visual record of the video stream as ECGs and
seismograph are used.
Our approach is to build video visualization on a set of reliable
primitive action recognition functions, while minimizing the use
of inaccurate and unreliable semantic classiﬁcation of events. We
introduce a novel video summarization and illustration method
that can be used to present a record of video stream dynamically
and cost-effectively. It depicts a video stream as a series of
continuing video volumes, which displays snapshots at relatively
sparse interval, and highlights automatically recognized actions
with a set of visual mappings. This enables viewers to make
a dynamic judgment of the semantics of an event when the
event is unfolding itself. As the visualization can be generated
continuously for an input video stream, we name this type ofIEEE TRANSACTION ON VISUALIZATION AND COMPUTER GRAPHICS, VOL. XX, NO. X, MONTH 2008 2
Fig. 1. Two frames of the OneShopOneWait1front dataset, hand labeled
with the provided ground truth information. Both frames show three labeled
people located in front of a shop, ID0 entering the shop, ID1 browsing the
shop window and ID2 passing by.
video visualization as VideoPerpetuoGram (VPG). Fig. 2 shows
a VPG and a close-up view, depicting a small temporal segment
of a video captured by the CAVIAR project [10].
The main application of our work is to quickly evaluate and
analyze video streams that show actions and motion of persons.
Typical examples are vast amounts of video data from surveillance
cameras, as typiﬁed by the shopping mall datasets. We focus on
visualizing actions and emphasizing the acting people (or objects,
in general). Our main contributions are the following:
• We outline a strategy for integrating automatic video pro-
cessing techniques with video visualization in a common
framework for summarizing video streams visually and dy-
namically. We advocate the needs for beneﬁting from the
efﬁciency of automatic processing of large data streams, as
well as from the abilities of human observers to disambiguate
and comprehend complex events quickly.
• We design and implement a system for the dynamic process-
ing and visualization of action-based video streams, hence
demonstrating the technical soundness of this strategy.
• We introduce the concept of visualizing actions and relations
in video streams over a long time-span, but based on a
collection of short time-span techniques for action detection
and relation estimation.
• We propose a focus+context design of multi-ﬁeld visual-
ization of raw and processed information of video streams.
Based on a survey of the suitability of different visual effects,
we introduce a set of visual mappings for highlighting mul-
tiple attributes of video streams including snapshots, object
tracking, action classiﬁcation, object relation and levels of
plausibility.
• We introduce a new visual representation of a video stream,
VideoPerpetuoGram, as both a dynamic video summary
and a long term abstract record, and provide a GPU-based
implementation for generating such visualization.
In Section 2, we give a review of the related work, and
in Section 3, we present an overview of the complete system
architecture. In Section 4, we describe the techniques adopted
by the video processing sub-system and explain the functionality
of action recognition and relation estimation ﬁlters. Section 5
provides a small survey on visual effects, that helped with the
choice of visual mappings for rendering. Section 6 details the
visualization techniques used for multi-ﬁeld video visualization,
with a focus on the action and relation mappings. We show and
discuss our results in Section 7, and draw our concluding remarks
in Section 8.
Fig. 2. An example section of a VPG for the OneShopOneWait1front dataset
shows activities in front of a shop over a temporal interval, with a close-up
view on the right. In the example, the movement of the three extracted objects
are highlighted.
2 RELATED WORK
Prior work on video visualization construed the time dependent
video data as a 3D volume [9], [17], they applied volume
rendering techniques to obtain an opaque video block that could
be sliced by a plane to produce aesthetically interesting results.
Artistic rendering styles have been used to highlight motion and
interaction in single frames of video streams [15], [21]. In [4],
Caspi et al. generate visual summaries of videos called dynamic
stills. Therefore they extract objects of the video and decompose
it by important key frames that are used to outline the plot of the
whole video in one image or a short clip. Daniel and Chen [7]
proposed a scientiﬁc solution for the problem of analyzing and
visualizing large volumes of video data. In [2], [5], a major user
study on different types of visual signatures in video visualization
and multi-ﬁeld rendering techniques for an appropriate illustration
of these signatures have been presented.
The rendering techniques for displaying a 3D video volume
are based on generic methods for direct volume visualization. We
use 3D texture-slicing [3], [6] because it leads to fast GPU-based
volume rendering and it allows us to immediately include opaque
surface-based geometry within the volume. The implementation
of 3D slicing reuses code from our previous work [2]. In addition
to a direct visualization of the 3D video volume, we seek to
convey the motion characteristics of people or moving objects in
the video. This task makes use of ﬂow visualization techniques
such as arrow plots and glyphs. We refer to the overview
chapter [33] for background reading on those methods.
The problem of activity recognition has received a large amount
of attention from the computer vision community. Rao et al. [25],
Gavrila and Davis [12], and Moeslund and Granum [22] review
the previous work on activity recognition. Much of it involves
tracking at the level of body parts, and hence is inapplicable for
the smaller size human ﬁgures in the lower quality surveillance
video with which we work. The action classiﬁcation technique
we use is based on the work of Efros et al. [8]. This approach
performs action recognition in a nearest neighbor framework.
The distance measure used for comparing novel data with storedIEEE TRANSACTION ON VISUALIZATION AND COMPUTER GRAPHICS, VOL. XX, NO. X, MONTH 2008 3
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Fig. 3. The ﬂow-chart for processing and visualizing action-based video data. Input data and output data are shown in blue, pre-processing modules in green,
software modules in orange, and GPU modules in red.
examples is based on blurred optical ﬂow measurements. Other
related approaches include Bobick and Davis [1], who derive the
Temporal Template representation from background subtracted
images. They present results on a variety of choreographed actions
across different subjects and views, but require two stationary
cameras with known angular interval, a stationary background,
and a reasonably high-resolution video. Song et al. [28] demon-
strate detection of walking and biking people using the spatial
arrangement of moving point features. Freeman et al. [11] use
image moments and orientation histograms of image gradients for
interactive control in video games. Developing this theme, Zelnik-
Manor and Irani [34] use marginal histograms of spatio-temporal
gradients at several temporal scales to cluster and recognize video
events. In later work, Shechtman and Irani [27] presented a
motion correlation method which handles motion ambiguity due
to aperture effects.
Different video surveillance systems have been build for simul-
taneously wide-angle and detailed-view cameras [23], as well as
for multiple spatially-related videos [30], that can be combined
with environmental models, or fused to an augmented virtual
environment [26]. For the surveillance dataset we consider, we
apply the technique of Efros et al. [8] since it has been shown
to be effective in matching the actions in lower quality video
data such as these, across a variety of human subjects. Moreover,
given the scale of the human subjects in the video, the aperture
problems for motion estimation are limited.
3 SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
The technical ﬂow-chart in Fig. 3 shows the overall architecture
of the whole system, which is divided into the two substantial
sub-systems – video processing and video visualization. The main
objective of this system is to process the input data stream, derive
signiﬁcant information and output a meaningful visualization.
The video processing sub-system receives the actual frames
of the continuous video stream. The purpose of this sub-system
is to extract several different attributes of a video, using image
processing ﬁlters, with the main focus on object extraction and the
classiﬁcation of the performed action for the recognized objects.
Therefore we adapted a recognition ﬁlter [8], and extended it to
give a premise about the possible relation of objects in the scene.
Details of the individual modules are discussed in Section 4.
The output ﬁles contain the object IDs, the center positions, the
action with the estimated plausibility, the motion direction and
the relation between objects.
With the gained information, the video visualization sub-system
synthesizes a meaningful visual representation for the given time
span of the video stream, using volume rendering in combination
with glyph geometry and video snapshots. The main goal is to
clearly represent different actions, or motions of people detected
in a scene, and to emphasize a possible relation between them,
i.e. grouping of several people. Further, the functionality of this
system utilizes real-time visualization and an extended frame-
by-frame volume bricking mechanism to enable the handling of
large video data. The visualization framework is based on the
work published in [2], [5], which has been extended by several
modules, that will be detailed in Section 6.
Those parts of the video processing system that handle the
object extraction, the computation of the motion-descriptor and
the action classiﬁcation are computed in MATLAB [20]. The ob-
ject relation ﬁlter is implemented in C++. The video visualization
system is implemented in C++, using Direct3D as the graphics
API and HLSL as the GPU programming language.
4 ACTION RECOGNITION
In this work, we use the set of 26 video streams provided by
the CAVIAR project [10], which captured different scenarios at
the front of a shop entrance in a Lisbon shopping center. These
video streams were designed to test computer vision algorithms
for object, action and event recognition and classiﬁcation. They
are all accompanied by hand-labeled ground truth information
such as object bounding boxes and basic action classiﬁcation.
In this particular context, we refer to human ﬁgures in the
video as objects, the basic motion types of objects (e.g., walking)
as actions, and the activities of the objects (e.g., entering the
shop, walking together) as events or activities. These represent the
three different levels of complexity in video analysis. Because we
place an emphasis on processing and visualizing video streams
dynamically, this requires a system to handle a small number of
frames in the dynamic video stream rather than relying on storing
and processing a large number of frames on the whole.
We design our system based on the common wisdom in the
ﬁeld, that is, the existing computer vision techniques can handle
primitive recognition and classiﬁcation tasks (e.g., object track-
ing, basic motion analysis) much better than high-level activity
classiﬁcation (e.g., event detection). Our main objective for video
visualization is to enable viewers to recognize primitive actions
and their spatial and temporal relationship from illustrated records
of a video stream, and to empower them to use their superior
perceptual and semantic reasoning skills to detect complex events.
This will be detailed in Section 5.
The action recognition method we use [8] is based on analyzing
the motion of a human ﬁgure. This method has proven to be quite
effective in discriminating between coarse-level actions, such as
running or walking in different directions. In particular, it canIEEE TRANSACTION ON VISUALIZATION AND COMPUTER GRAPHICS, VOL. XX, NO. X, MONTH 2008 4
make these discriminations from low-resolution video data, of the
type which would be commonly found in a surveillance setting.
Gleaning more subtle differences in motion, for example detailed
analysis of the gait of a person, or suspicious or unusual behavior,
is still very much an unsolved problem in computer vision, and
the focus of much current research.
In order to feed the visualization sub-system with more interest-
ing information for perceptual and semantic reasoning, we deﬁned
a slightly more detailed class of actions than what is in CAVIARs
ground truth annotation. In particular, we associated motion types
with directions, and provided detected actions with plausibility
measurements. Compared to action recognition, detection of hu-
man ﬁgures is relatively straight-forward in these scenes. Hence,
we made use of the bounding box information in the ground truth
annotation, and focus on studying the visualization of the output
of an action recognition module. We also made an ambitious
attempt to detect elements hinting a possible relationship between
objects. When such hints are illustrated in combination with
other visual features (e.g., object tracks), they provide a powerful
visualization to detect complex relationships among objects.
4.1 Classifying Actions
Given an input video, we start by tracking and stabilizing each
human ﬁgure present in it. This gives us a ﬁgure-centric spatio-
temporal volume for each person. Any residual motion within the
spatio-temporal volume is due to the relative motions of different
body parts: limbs, head, torso etc. We will characterize this motion
by a descriptor based on computing the optical ﬂow, projecting
it onto a number of motion channels, and blurring. Recognition
is performed in a nearest neighbor framework. We have a stored
database of previously seen (and labeled) action fragments, and
by computing a spatio-temporal cross correlation we can ﬁnd the
one most similar to the motion descriptor of the query action
fragment.
4.1.1 Motion Descriptor
The motion analysing algorithm starts by computing a ﬁgure-
centric spatio-temporal volume for each person. Such a represen-
tation can be obtained by tracking the human ﬁgure and then
constructing a window in each frame centered at the ﬁgure. Any
of a number of trackers are appropriate. The main requirement
is that the tracking be consistent— a person in a particular
body conﬁguration should always map to approximately the same
stabilized image, but the method used is robust to small jittering.
Once the motion sequences are stabilized it becomes possible to
directly compare them in order to ﬁnd correspondences. Finding
similarity between different motions requires both spatial and
temporal information. This leads to the notion of the spatio-
temporal motion descriptor, an aggregate set of features sampled
in space and time, that describe the motion over a local time
period. Computing such motion descriptors centered at each frame
will enable us to compare frames from different sequences based
on local motion characteristics.
Given a stabilized ﬁgure-centric sequence, we ﬁrst compute
optical ﬂow at each frame using the Lucas-Kanade [19] algorithm
(see Fig. 4(a,b)). The optical ﬂow vector ﬁeld F is ﬁrst split
into two scalar ﬁelds corresponding to the horizontal and vertical
components of the ﬂow, Fx and Fy, each of which is then half-wave
rectiﬁed into four non-negative channels F+
x , F−
x , F+
y , F−
y , so that
(a) original image (b) optical ﬂow Fx,y
(c) Fx, Fy (d) F+
x , F−
x , F+
y , F−
y (e) Fb+
x , Fb−
x , Fb+
y , Fb−
y
Fig. 4. Constructing the motion descriptor. (a) Original image, (b) Optical
ﬂow, (c) Separating the x and y components of optical ﬂow vectors, (d) Half-
wave rectiﬁcation of each component to produce 4 separate channels, (e) Final
blurry motion channels
Fx =F+
x −F−
x and Fy =F+
y −F−
y (see Fig. 4(c,d)). These are each
blurred with a Gaussian and normalized to obtain the ﬁnal four
channels, ˆ Fb
+
x , ˆ Fb
−
x , ˆ Fb
+
y , ˆ Fb
−
y , of the motion descriptor for each
frame (see Fig. 4(e)). Alternative implementations of the basic
idea could use more than 4 motion channels – the key aspect is
that each channel be sparse and non-negative.
4.1.2 Action Plausibility Measure
The spatio-temporal motion descriptors are compared using a
version of normalized correlation. If the four motion channels
for frame i of sequence A are ai
1,ai
2,ai
3, and ai
4, and similarly
for frame j of sequence B then the similarity between motion
descriptors centered at frames i and j is:
S(i, j) = å
t∈T
4
å
c=1 å
x,y∈I
ai+t
c (x,y)bj+t
c (x,y) (1)
where T and I are the temporal and spatial extents of the motion
descriptor respectively. To compare two sequences A and B, the
similarity computation will need to be done for every frame of
A and B so Eq. 1 can be optimized in the following way. First,
a frame-to-frame similarity matrix of the blurry motion channels
(the inner sums of the equation) is computed between each frame
of A and B. Let us deﬁne matrix A1 as the concatenation of
a1’s for each frame stringed as column vectors, and similarly for
the other 3 channels. Then the frame-to-frame similarity matrix
Sf f = AT
1B1 +AT
2B2 +AT
3B3 +AT
4B4. To obtain the ﬁnal motion-
to-motion similarity matrix S, we sum up the frame-to-frame
similarities over a temporal window T by convolution with a
 T × T  identity matrix, thus S = Sf f ⋆IT.
Given a novel sequence to be classiﬁed and a database of
labeled example actions, we ﬁrst construct a motion similarity
matrix as outlined above. For each frame of the novel sequence,
the maximum score in the corresponding row of this matrix will
indicate the best match to the motion descriptor centered at this
frame. Now, classifying this frame using a k-nearest-neighbor
classiﬁer is simple: ﬁnd the k best matches from labeled data and
take the majority label. A result of this classiﬁcation is illustrated
for three different actions in Fig. 5 (right), and shown as volume
representation for a time-span in Fig 5 (left), without any applied
visual mapping technique.IEEE TRANSACTION ON VISUALIZATION AND COMPUTER GRAPHICS, VOL. XX, NO. X, MONTH 2008 5
Fig. 5. The OneStopEnter2front dataset. Left: Volume with 300 frames,
starting at frame 1100. Right: Three object frames representing the three
snapshots in front, 1200, 1300 and 1400. The frames show the extracted
objects encoded with three attributes object ID, object action and action
plausibility in the R, G and B channel respectively.
4.2 Object Relations
The process described in 4.1 also results in an object-oriented ac-
tion list, where for each object x, there is a vector of measurements
characterizing the actions of x at a discrete temporal point t ∈ N,
X(t) = [x1(t),a2(t),...,an(t)]⊤. One can recognize that X(t) is a
discrete multivariate time series and each xi(t) is its elementary
time series. The measurement of xi(t) can be nominal (e.g., names
for categorizing actions), ordinal (e.g., the importance rank order
of x), interval (e.g., motion speed of x), ratio (e.g., plausibility
measurement). Some of these measurements are grouped together
to form composite measurements, such as coordinates, motion
directions, bounding box, etc.
One must note that there is no general assumption that ele-
mentary time series are independent of each other, their correla-
tion dimensionality is known, or they possess special statistical
properties, such as periodicity and persistence. The establishment
of such statistical properties from sample videos is beyond the
scope of this work. Hence not all tools for time series analysis
are readily applicable [18]. However, several principle methods in
time series analysis can be adopted in this particular application.
They include ﬁltering, moving average, cross-correlation, and
power of time series, which are to be detailed below.
One of the goals of this work is to examine the feasibility of
visualizing complex events, such as the possibly related actions
in a scene, by drawing the viewers’ attention to the possibility of
such relations, rather than informing the viewer of an explicit
conclusion which can be very unreliable in general. We are
particularly interested in real-time processing of video streams,
hence requiring the visualization to be updated dynamically,
with only the access to video data in a relatively short time
span. Without losing generality, here we consider only relations
between two time series X(t) and Y(t) representing the actions
of objects x and y respectively.
4.2.1 Filtering
Time-invariant relation ﬁlters generate a new time series, rx,y(t),
or r(t) in short. Each of its elementary time series, ri(t) is a
function of one or more elementary time series of X(t) and Y(t),
and measures the probability if actions of x and y may be related
in a speciﬁc aspect. The time-invariance implies that if there is
a ﬁlter F such that F
 
a(t)
 
= b(t), we also have F
 
a(t +h)
 
=
b(t +h) for any h ∈ N. Nevertheless, there is no restriction as to
the linearity and the size of the time window of each ﬁlter.
Let Px(t) be a composite time series representing the centroid
of an object x, Vx(t) be its motion direction, Bx(t) be its bounding
box. Below is a set of example ﬁlters:
Closeness rC(t). Let dmax > 0 be a constant, and D be the
Euclidean distance function between two points. We have
rC(t) =



0, if D
 
Px(t),Py(t)
 
≥ dmax
1−
D
 
Px(t),Py(t)
 
dmax , otherwise.
(2)
Moving in similar directions rD(t). Let q be the angle between
vectors Vx(t) and Vy(t) which can be obtained trivially. We have
rD(t) = max
 
0,cos(q)
 
. (3)
Moving with similar speeds rS(t). Let    denote the magnitude
of a vector, and smax > 0 be a constant. We have
rS(t) =
 
0, if |   Vx(t) − Vy(t)  |≥ smax
1− |
  Vx(t) − Vy(t) 
smax |, otherwise.
(4)
Overlapping of bounding boxes rA(t). Let A be an area function,
and ∪ and ∩ denote the spatial union and intersection of two
bounding boxes. We have
rA(t) =
A
 
Bx(t)∩By(t)
 
A
 
Bx(t)∪By(t)
  . (5)
Moving towards each other rT(t). Let qx→y be the angle
between vector Vx(t) and Py(t)−Px(t), qy→x be the angle between
vectorVy(t) and Px(t)−Py(t), and umax >0 be a constant. We have
rT(t) =

 
 
0, if qx→y ≤ 0∨qy→x ≤ 0
1, if qx→y > 0∧qy→x > 0∧u ≥ umax
u, otherwise,
(6)
with u = cos(qx→y) Vx(t) +cos(qy→x) Vy(t) . u is the com-
bined velocity of Vx(t) and Vy(t) modulated by cos(qx→y) and
cos(qy→x) respectively.
4.2.2 Moving average
This is an efﬁcient technique for computing dynamic properties
of a time series. It can be applied to the elementary time series
prior to, or after the ﬁltering. In this work, we employ exponential
moving average, which minimizes the need for the system to
memorize the records of the previous time span.
¯ r(t0) = r(t0)
¯ r(t) = ar(t)+(1−a)¯ r(t −1), (7)
where 0 ≤ a ≤ 1. In this work, we typically chose a = 0.5.IEEE TRANSACTION ON VISUALIZATION AND COMPUTER GRAPHICS, VOL. XX, NO. X, MONTH 2008 6
4.2.3 Cross correlation
Some useful indicators of a relation are in the form of cross
correlation, which evaluating covariance between two random
vectors. For example, we can use cross correlation to examine
if the corresponding time series of two objects are following
the same trend. In this work, we employ the Pearson product-
moment correlation coefﬁcient. For a time span [t-h, t], and two
corresponding time series, x(t) and y(t) (which can be original
or resulting from ﬁltering), we have:
rPearson(t) =
1
h
t
å
t−h
zx(i)zy(i).
where zx(i) and zy(i) are the standard scores of x(i) and y(i) in
the time span [t −h,t]. One can observe easily that a larger time
span will require relatively more computation resources.
4.2.4 Power of time series
The power of a time series, E(x(t),t1,t2), over a time span [t1,t2]
indicates the energy of the ‘activity’ during that period. Here we
use the notion of average energy of a time series, giving
E(x(t),t1,t2) =
1
h
  t2
t1
x2(t)dt ≈
1
h
t2
å
t1
x2(t).
We deﬁne the power of a multivariate time series, r(t), is the
weighted average of the energy of its individual elementary time
series, that is:
E(r(t),t1,t2) =
åiwiE
 
ri(t),t1,t2
 
åiwi
.
5 A SURVEY ON VISUAL EFFECTS
Section 4 exempliﬁes some typical attributes that may be obtained
through video processing, including object identiﬁer, position,
size, action type, inter-object relation, and the certainty and error
margins of the analytical results. Such processed information may
vary in terms of its amount and variety in different applications
of video processing. As mentioned in Section 1, one design aim
of VPG is to highlight speciﬁc pieces of processed information
against the raw imagery information. Designing and selecting a
suitable combination of visual mappings for conveying multiple
attributes is thus crucial to the effective and efﬁcient use of the
design space of visualization.
There are guidelines for using different visual effects, such
as color, luminance, scale and symbols, in visualization (e.g.,
[32], and these expert guidelines provided primary reasoning in
our design of multi-ﬁeld video visualization to be detailed in
Section 6. In addition to these guidelines, we conducted a survey
to support our choice of appropriate visual effects for different
attributes.
The survey was based on a simple temporal scenario, as
illustrated in Fig. 6, which captures the essence of an action-
based video. We assume that n (n > 0) balls are placed in n
horizontal mounted tubes, whereby each tube can swing slightly
up and down independently, causing the balls to roll left or right.
The x-coordinate of the central position of each ball is recorded
over a period of time. Further, each ball is associated with three
additional attributes, representing the following three categories
of information respectively:
tube
ball
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30
Fig. 6. The basic scenario of the survey. Left: Differently sized balls rolling in
horizontally mounted tubes. Right: The center position of the balls, recorded
over a period of time.
• Geometric attribute — a numerical value, such as the size
or diameter of the ball.
• Semantic classiﬁcation — normally an enumerated value,
such as the type or owner of the ball.
• Statistical indicator — a numerical value without an intrinsic
geometrical meaning. The recorded information is associated
with a statistical value, which may be used to indicate the
certainty, or importance of the recording. We assume that the
statistical indicators fall into the range of [0, 1].
Over the recording period, the three attributes can vary, for
instance, the ball can change its type or size. For each attribute, we
consider six types of visual mappings, namely color, luminance,
opacity, thickness, symbols and textures, giving a total of 18
different attribute-mapping pairings. Fig. 7 shows six examples of
the 18 pairings. To minimize the diversity of the illustrations, each
attribute is limited to four nuances. In the ﬁrst row, the geometric
attribute size is mapped onto thickness in (a) and symbols in (b)
respectively. In (c) and (d) the semantic attribute type is mapped
onto color and opacity respectively. For the opacity example, the
noisy background pattern was used to facilitate the perception of
different levels of transparency. On a monochrome background,
the opacity mapping would have a similar effect as luminance
mapping. In the last row of Fig. 7, the statistical attribute certainty
is mapped onto luminance in (e) and textures in (f) respectively.
To determine the suitability of each pairing, we asked 18
visualization researchers to score the example visualization on a
scale from 0 to 10. All voluntarily attending participants are staff
members of the Institute for Visualization and Interactive Systems
(VIS) at the Universit¨ at Stuttgart or the Visualization Research
Institute Universit¨ at Stuttgart (VISUS). One principle reason for
engaging experts in a survey rather than ordinary users through
a user study is that we would like the participants of the survey
to take into account the following criteria:
• Perceptual effectiveness — are the visual effects easily
recognizable and distinguishable?
• Intuitiveness in association — can one learn quickly the
association between a type of visual mapping and a type
of attribute?
• Visual scalability — can the scheme extend to a large value
range and a large number of balls?
• Space utilization — does the scheme require large space or
high resolution rendering?
The results of the survey are shown in Table I, whereby the
ﬁrst column of each attribute represents the average score forIEEE TRANSACTION ON VISUALIZATION AND COMPUTER GRAPHICS, VOL. XX, NO. X, MONTH 2008 7
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Fig. 7. Example visualizations used for the survey. The images show the
three attributes illustrating six different visual mappings.
the chosen mapping and the second column shows the standard
deviation. For the three attributes, the best and the second best,
scores are marked. Nevertheless, we assume that every mapping
that scored 5.5 or higher is adequate enough to be used for
visualizing the corresponding attribute. The results reveal that
color and thickness are the most favored mappings, suitable for
conveying changes of most attributes. Opacity and texture are
considered to be unsuitable, whilst symbols and luminance are
considered only usable for certain types of attributes.
One important use of this survey is to assist in the design
of multi-ﬁeld visualization through an optimized combination of
different mappings. For example, if one needs to highlight three
attributes simultaneously in the same visualization, one optimal
combination is to use color for type, luminance for certainty and
thickness for size. However, it may not be straightforward to
combine some mappings in the same visualization, for example
color with symbols, luminance with thickness and so on. We will
discuss here as to how we address such difﬁculties.
6 MULTI-FIELD VIDEO VISUALIZATION
Our multi-ﬁeld visualization relies on the survey from the above
section in order to provide appropriate visual mappings of video
attributes to renderable representations. One issue is that more
than just a single video attribute needs to be visualized simulta-
neously. Possibly interesting video attributes, as extracted by the
action recognition stage (Section 4), include: geometric informa-
tion (the position of an object and its size), semantic information
TABLE I
THE TABLE SHOWS THE AVERAGE VALUES m OF THE RATING FOR THE SIX
VISUAL EFFECTS. THE RATING RANGES FROM 0 TO 10, WHERE 10 IS THE
HIGHEST SCORE. THE BEST RATED MAPPING FOR A PROPERTY IS MARKED
WITH BOLD FONT, THE SECOND BEST RESULT IS UNDERLINED. IN
ADDITION, THE STANDARD DEVIATION r(x) FOR EACH VALUE IS GIVEN.
attribute type certainty size
m r(x) m r(x) m r(x)
mapping
color 9.2 0.9 6.6 2.8 4.8 2.7
luminance 4.2 2.4 5.5 2.6 5.1 2.1
opacity 2.2 1.6 3.5 2.4 3.5 1.7
thickness 3.7 2.6 7.3 2.6 8.1 2.4
symbols 6.7 2.6 2.7 2.5 2.7 2.7
texture 2.8 2.0 0.8 1.1 0.8 1.1
(action type and the relationships between extracted objects), and
statistical information (the plausibility of a recognized action or
relationship). In addition to these video attributes, we would also
like to convey the correspondence between the extracted video
information and the key frames of the original video stream
(as exempliﬁed by Fig. 9 (left)). We employ focus-and-context
visualization techniques to combine the display of extracted video
attributes with original video frames: the former is the focus, the
latter serves as context.
The design of the visual representation needs to address a
number of challenges:
• It must facilitate the continuous depiction, along the temporal
axis, of extracted information and key frames for a video
stream with an arbitrary length;
• It has to provide a good visibility of motion traces along the
temporal axis to facilitate the comprehension of temporal
behavior of the objects;
• It should make maximum use of the available screen space
in the x-y dimension;
• It should try to convey the context information in an intu-
itively recognizable form, but it should not detract from the
focus;
• It should make use of effective different visual attributes to
illustrate focus information in different categories.
This section describes our approach to combine such infor-
mation in an appropriate focus-and-context visual representation,
discusses the merits of several typical designs, and presents a
combined CPU and GPU implementation to achieve a balanced
distribution of the rendering workload.
6.1 Illustrating Focus Information
We start with the discussion of the visual mapping of the
focus information, i.e., the recognized video attributes, in the
following order: object position and size; action type; relationship
information; plausibility.
6.1.1 Object Position and Size
VPG is intrinsically linked to a view of the spacetime of the
video that uses the vertical axis for time and the horizontal
axis for the horizontal spatial dimension of the video frames,
as illustrated in Fig. 8. The second spatial video dimension is
essentially mapped to the vertical axis by tilting the video frames.
In this way, the mapping of the geometry of spacetime is ﬁxed
to that interpretation of the axes of the visualization image.IEEE TRANSACTION ON VISUALIZATION AND COMPUTER GRAPHICS, VOL. XX, NO. X, MONTH 2008 8
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Fig. 8. The OneShopOneWait1front dataset. Left: Volume with 300 frames,
starting at frame 355. Right: Three object frames (455, 555 and 655) show
the object actions and relations encoded as colors.
Therefore, the only appropriate mapping of object position is to
respective spatial coordinates in the VPG image. Fig. 8 shows an
example where the object positions are marked by thick bands,
Fig. 9 (right) shows an example that uses only a thin curve to
indicate the center of the object’s position.
The expert survey indicates that the object’s size should be
mapped to thickness. Fig. 8 uses this mapping strategy: the
thickness of the object’s trail reﬂects the projected size of the
object. We never use any other visual attribute for mapping
the objects size; the only alternative is that object size is not
visualized at all, depending on user preference.
6.1.2 Actions
One attribute of the action classiﬁcation describes the type of
action. In the survey, the most highly ranked mapping for action
type is the mapping to color. Therefore, we recommend color
mapping as an appropriate method to illustrate the different action
types. The color map is applied to the trail of the object in order
to couple object position and action type. Usually, the number
of action types is small, in the range of 10 types, so that the
perceptual grouping through color hue can be used to clearly
distinguish different actions. Fig. 8 (right) illustrates the effect of
this color mapping for single frames, based on the color table,
given as legend under every image (orange: walk to the right;
yellow: walk to the left; green: standing; dark grey: overlapping).
The design of the color map is based on previous work and
recommendations by Ware [31], Healey [14], and Kindlmann
et al. [16]. The other highly ranked mapping for action type
uses symbols. Fig. 9 (right) shows an example of the glyph-
based visualization of action type. Glyphs are distributed along
walk left walk right standing first rel. second rel. fourth rel. fifth rel. third rel. sixth rel. Legend
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Fig. 9. The OneStopEnter2front dataset showing object time line reconstruc-
tion (left) and additional action geometry (right).
object trails, indicating the action type at respective spacetime
positions. The design of the glyphs adopts established icons
from ﬂow visualization (i.e., arrows indicating motion direction;
additionally, a square icon indicating an object at rest).
We recommend using either color or glyphs for action types.
In particular, glyphs are useful when color is already needed for
the visualization of another video attribute.
6.1.3 Relations
Relationship data is another kind of action-related information
attached to the video volume. The strength of the relationship
between two objects is based on their distance, relative speed,
relative direction of motion, size of their bounding boxes, and
overlap of their bounding boxes. Typically, relation information
should be displayed together with action type, i.e., we are facing
the issue of simultaneous visualization of several attributes. More
importantly, both action type and relation are most appropriately
visualized by color. Color is particularly suited for relation
visualization because color is effective in building visual corre-
spondence and grouping.
To overcome the conﬂict that two different video attributes are
well visualized by color, we recommend the following strategies.
The ﬁrst strategy is to spatially separate the colored image regions,
as illustrated in Fig. 8: action type is shown by color attached to
the center of the object’s trail, whereas relation information is
color-coded within a surrounding silhouette line. Fig. 8 (right)
shows that the relation data forms a silhouette around the action
type representation. The color table for these relation silhouettes is
shown in the legend of the ﬁgure. For example, the red silhouette
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in Fig. 8 (left), and walking besides each other. The issue with
this strategy is that more visualization space is needed for spatial
separation. Therefore, this strategy is appropriate if enough screen
space is available.
The other strategy is to use a different mapping for action
type. As discussed above, glyphs are a suitable alternative for the
visualization of action type. Then, color is available for relation
visualization. This strategy is illustrated in Fig. 9 (right). Here,
the colored trace represents the relations of objects, whereby the
actions are mapped on different glyphs.
6.1.4 Plausibility
One of the reasons for using visualization for video analysis is
that computer-vision techniques are not always capable of fully
analyzing videos with high certainty. In fact, the action recogni-
tion algorithms provide a certainty—or plausibility—attached to
recognized action type and relation information. We include the
certainties of both video attributes as statistical attributes in our
visualization approach.
The expert survey indicates that mapping to thickness or color
should be most effective for these statistical attributes. We support
both alternatives. Fig. 9 (right) shows how thickness is used for
the continuous mapping of the certainty of the relation type.
In contrast, Fig. 8 illustrates the mapping of all attributes to
color only. Here, saturation is used to indicate plausibility: high
saturation corresponds to high certainty, low saturation to low
certainty. Only two different saturation levels are used in order to
allow for an accurate visual discrimination. The plausibility value
is mapped to the quantized saturation value by thresholding. The
advantage of the saturation mapping is that it can be immediately
combined with a hue mapping. In Fig. 8, both action type and
relation information are encoded by hue (in the main trail and
the silhouette regions, respectively); then, the plausibility values
for action type and relation information are mapped to respective
saturation values.
6.2 Conveying Context Information
The above video attributes alone can communicate the performed
action of persons and their relations in the scene at any given
time, but they are restricted in the amount of detailed information
they can convey because visual information about the environment
is lacking. Therefore, the spatial context of the surrounding
environment is missing. For example, it would be difﬁcult to
say where exactly an object is located in the scene at a certain
time step. To increase the amount of information communicated
to the viewer, and thus enhance the understanding of the events
in the scene, we provide a set of additional visualization options
that facilitate the display of surround information. This additional
visualization is combined with the focus visualization of video
attributes in a focus-and-context approach.
6.2.1 Snapshots
Original frames of the video contribute the most information
possible. They pull together extracted objects and their surround-
ing. Similarly, they can indicate important static objects in the
scene—i.e. a door or an obstacle—that might cause persons to
act in a certain way. We allow for several video frames to be
placed as snapshots at any position in the volume as shown
in Fig. 9 (left). The useful number of snapshots that can be
displayed simultaneously depends on the available screen space:
the frames should be so far apart that they do not overlap on the
ﬁnal visualization image. As mentioned in Section 6, a different
viewing angle and a sheared volume in z-dimension minimizes
the problem of overlap and self-occlusion. In our application,
a inclination of −49 degrees in the z-axis, with a shear of 45
degrees in the same dimension, and a modiﬁed ﬁeld of view by
p
10 generates satisfying results.
Focus-and-context rendering is achieved by blending the snap-
shots with a depth-dependent alpha value over the visible volume
signature. Depth-dependent blending enhances depth perception.
All objects that are visible in a snapshot are rendered with full
opacity to stand out from the background.
6.2.2 Time Line Reconstruction
The object’s path evolving in time is reconstructed by tracing a
line through the objects center in every frame where the object
appears as shown in Fig. 9 (left). This is useful to keep track of
objects that can occlude each other, if their paths are crossing.
To visually enhance the progress of time, which increases from
back to front along the z-axis (equivalently from top to bottom).
6.3 Efﬁcient Focus and Context Rendering
For the efﬁcient visualization of action based video volumes, we
employed CPU and GPU methods to achieve real-time rendering.
The visualization framework is built upon an existing slice-
based volume renderer [29] that has been modiﬁed for video
volume rendering [2]. An advantage of this framework is its
separation of different visualization aspects into different software
components. In this section, we discuss the technical details of
action-based video rendering modules, that are used two generate
the two presented visualization styles. Further, we exemplify the
accomplished extensions that have been applied to the framework,
to produce a continuous video visualization.
6.3.1 Two-pass Silhouette Rendering
Constructing the opaque silhouettes around the opaque object
traces is managed by a two-pass GPU-rendering procedure. Both
information — the silhouette with the object relation and the
thereof enclosed region, holding the action type — are stored in
every single video frame, as shown in Fig. 8 (right). By volume
rendering both information in one pass, the opaque silhouette
would completely occlude the interior action information. As
we want to show both attributes simultaneously, we ﬁrst render
the complete volume, only blending the relation silhouettes to
the framebuffer. Then, in the second pass, the whole volume
is rendered again, but this time only the interior is blended as
opaque color to the framebuffer, generating the desired result.
The advantage of this technique is the good structured visual
result, with the clear separable inner and outer regions. Since the
volume has to be rendered twice, a drawback is the bisection of
rendering performance, making this technique not very useful for
a real-time system that could be build with today’s hardware.
6.3.2 Additional Action Indication
Regarding the issues of the prior technique, we investigated in
another combination of visual mappings, guided by the expert
survey, to enhance the system . This technique, as shown in Fig. 9
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Fig. 10. In the OneShopOneWait1front dataset four people are appearing,
two walking together and two single persons crossing their path.
additional glyphs to indicate the objects action. For this technique,
the volumetric representation of the object trace indicates the
relation of objects, illustrated with the same color. The plausibility
of the relation is mapped on the thickness of the trace, thereby
neglecting the size of the objects itself. In the context of our work,
this choice seems adequate, as we are tracking only one kind of
object, i.e. persons, that are nearly equal sized.
The motion glyphs are generated on the CPU and rendered
as opaque geometry over the object traces, whereby a square
represents a standing person, and arrows indicate a walk left or
walk right respectively. This technique has the advantage, that it
maps both information to different visual attributes and achieves
high framerates that are required for a real-time application.
However, due to noise in the extracted video frames, that can
cause many small changes in the action recognition, e.g. multiple
changes from left to right caused by a standing person that is
slightly ﬂuctuating, this can lead to a multitude of rendered glyphs
that occlude each other. We overcome this by thresholding with a
user deﬁned value. The threshold regulates the maximum relative
change of an object between two frames, required to generate a
glyph at this location.
6.3.3 Action Volume Bricking
To prepare the framework for live video streaming and thus a
real-time update of the visualization display, the system supports
a chunk based frame-by-frame bricking mechanism, as demon-
strated in the accompanying video. This technique uses ﬁve 3D
volume textures t0 to t4, with attached z-texture coordinates in the
interval [0,1], resulting in a range of 0.2 for each texture. The
textures are ﬁlled on the CPU side and pushed to GPU memory
for rendering. During visualization, only a range of four textures
between [0.2,1] is visible, starting from texture t1 to t4. This is
achieved by re-scaling the fragments z-coordinates to the actual
visible range. Texture t0 is ﬁlled with new incoming frames and
pushed to the GPU when complete. For each triggered render call,
the texture coordinates are decremented by the size of one frame,
always shifting one new frame into the visible area.
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Fig. 11. The same OneShopOneWait1front dataset as used in Fig. 10, but
rendered with relation traces and action glyphs.
6.3.4 VideoPerpetuoGrams
For rendering the VPGs in Fig. 15 we changed the projection pa-
rameters of our framework. We use the same shear and inclination
of the volume as for the other results, but in combination with
a parallel projection. This enables the system, to continuously
render the incoming video stream, writing the visualization result
to an output buffer. For every 200 incoming video frames, we
render an image, where the middle section (including the second
and third key-frames) is cut out and appended to the last rendering
result, thus generating an endless output stream of a video. Using
this technique, it is now possible to see all the performed action
sequences and relations that appeared in a video in one continuous
illustration at one glance.
7 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We tested our system with several datasets, that contained a
different amount of appearing people and various groupings, thus
forming interesting relations. The evaluation of time for all images
in the presented ﬁgures runs from back to front and then from
left to right. This means the plot starts at the left upper corner
and ends at the right lower corner of each ﬁgure. The shopping
mall datasets have been recorded with 25 fps, all video volume
illustrations from Fig. 5 to Fig. 14 are rendered with a volume
containing 300 video frames, thus representing twelve seconds of
the according video. Between each snapshot elapses a time-span
of four seconds.
Fig. 5 (left) shows the OneStopEnter2front dataset. In this
video, one person enters the scene from the right side, moving to
the left window of the store. The person dwells a view seconds in
front of the window, before entering the shop. As there is only one
person appearing in the scene, no relation silhouette is rendered.
The trace of the object volume is clearly visible, showing the three
different recognized motions that are stored in the G-channel of
the texture. The three single frames on the right side of Fig. 5
correspond to the three lower snapshot frames in the video volume
on the left, showing the actions walk left, standing and walk right.
As there is no visual mapping applied, the different actions can
not be recognized very good.IEEE TRANSACTION ON VISUALIZATION AND COMPUTER GRAPHICS, VOL. XX, NO. X, MONTH 2008 11
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Fig. 12. The TwoEnterShop2front dataset includes seven actors forming two
groupings in the front and six shoppers in the background.
The three images in Fig. 10 represent 36 seconds of the
OneShopOneWait1front dataset. In this scenario, two people enter
the scene from the left side, walking to the store. While one
person enters the store, the other one is waiting outside in front of
the window, before his partner returns, whereupon they leave the
scene. In the meantime, two other people cross the scene from left
to right with different speeds, one after another. In addition to the
object actions in the interior, we can see the relation silhouettes
here. Both persons that entered together, walking besides each
other, have the same colored silhouette (dark red) at the beginning
and a mainly orange colored action trace, indicating that they walk
to the right. As they drift apart, the dark red changes to a light red,
since the relation plausibility falls under the threshold value. Both
crossing people start with a different colored silhouette, causing
all other silhouettes to change the color over time. This is due to
the fact, that their relation changes from one to the other group
member, while passing by. Starting with the left image in Fig. 10
the relation of the right person of the former group changes to a
relation to the crossing person (green). This is caused by a similar
speed and motion direction, as the other group member stopped
in front of the window, minimizing the relation plausibility. His
relation in turn becomes very strong to the crossing person, as
they get very close and their bounding boxes overlap (blue). In
the middle image of Fig. 10 the second passerby changes the
silhouettes from cyan for the ﬁrst group member to magenta for
the second group member. In the right image, the relation of
the two people that formed a group before is increasing again,
resulting in a dark red silhouette, as they leave the scene.
Fig. 11 demonstrates the same scenario as presented in Fig. 10,
but rendered with the other proposed visual mapping combination.
In this illustration, the relation afﬁliation of the objects is more
evident, with the relation plausibility mapped to the thickness of
the trace. This reduces the required color palette drastically, as
shown in the legend of the image. As we can see, the traces
of the two people that form a group are thicker as they enter
and leave the scene together. The thickness also increases as the
ﬁrst passerby crosses the scene, caused by the similar speeds, the
closeness and the moving direction. The second passerby does
not effect the traces in this sequence, as their attributes are too
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Fig. 13. The same TwoEnterShop2front dataset as used in Fig. 12, but
rendered with relation traces and action glyphs.
unequal. The actual object actions can be roughly estimated by the
course of the object trace, whereas strong changes in the action
are indicated by additional motion glyphs.
The most complex case that we used to verify our system is
the TwoEnterShopfront2 dataset illustrated in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13.
In this scenario, seven people appear in the foreground of the
scene nearly at the same time, crossing paths, forming groups and
splitting up again. In the beginning of Fig. 12 (left), two people
cross the site from different directions with unequal speeds. They
both start with a relation to the third person inside the shop, but
their relation score is highest as they approach each other and
cross, which is mapped to green. Then, at the end of Fig. 12
(left) and at the beginning of Fig. 12 (middle), two people enter
and cross their ways, shaking hands as they meet, indicated by
the magenta relation color. At the same time, a group of two other
people appears from the left side, walking besides each other and
entering the store. The relation of the meeting people is colored
in green. Notice, that relation colors that have been used already
are locked, but can be reused after a certain time span has passed.
Since there is only a limited amount of clearly separable colors,
which can be exceeded by the amount of possible relations, we
use a light grey as reserve color, that is assigned to relations with
low plausibility. In fact, only the six highest relations are mapped
to color, and all other relations that exist at the same time are
indicated by grey. This happens in the middle image of Fig. 12,
as many people appear in the scene at the same time, each one
having a relation to every other person in the scene.
Fig. 14 shows a very similar scenario as Fig. 10. Again, two
people step into the scene together from the left side, one entering
the shop, the other one waiting outside. But this time, the third
person that enters the scene to confuse the system, appears just a
few frames after the others, walking with approximately the same
speed in the same direction, thus the person is always resided very
close to the group. As well as in the ﬁrst scenario, the relation
ﬁlter always scores higher for the two people that entered together,
assigning the third person a different color for a differing relation.
Only as their paths cross and thus, the bounding boxes overlap,
The relation to the crossing person becomes stronger. The red
relation silhouettes of the group in Fig. 14 (middle) is completelyIEEE TRANSACTION ON VISUALIZATION AND COMPUTER GRAPHICS, VOL. XX, NO. X, MONTH 2008 12
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Fig. 14. The OneShopOneWait2front dataset shows two roaming shoppers
and one separate person crossing.
disappearing, as one partner enters the store and vanishes inside.
There does not exist a relation for one single person. But as he
steps outside the shop, the relation silhouette reappears too.
A limitation of the system is the illustration of scenes with a
large amount of people appearing at once. In such scenes it can be,
that most parts of some objects are occluded by other objects, thus
leading to a problem for the object tracking, as well as to overlap
and occlusion problems for the visualization. Here, our system
is as good as the used computer vision algorithm and tracking
technique. The object tracking could be improved, by using only
the people’s heads for the recognition, since those parts of the
bodies should be visible most of the time. From the visualization
side, the illustration of an object trace could be minimized to a
line, for objects that are not of great interest, only using glyphs
and silhouettes for the important objects or groups. This could
be pre-decided by an algorithm, using the relation probability, or
it could be left as an option for the user, to select the objects of
interest.
Another drawback for the visualization is, that due to the
limited memory provided by nowadays graphics hardware, it is
only possible to render a relatively small chunk of the video data
at a time, as illustrated in Figures 10 to 13, resulting in short
sequences of the continuous video. To solve this, we propose
a novel approach for rendering an endless image of a video
stream, illustrated in Fig. 15, showing the object traces and
their relations over the whole time span of the provided data, as
described in Section 6.3.3. Therefore, we call this type of endless
visualization a VideoPerpetuoGram. The performance results for
the combination of all presented modules is given in Table II.
The table shows that the framework can perform with interactive
frame rates, even for a high resolution display.
8 CONCLUSION
We have presented a system for action-based video visualization.
The system combines computer vision techniques with a volumet-
ric visualization of space-time video streams. The computer vision
methods include the extraction of persons from background, the
application of a motion descriptor for action recognition, and a
novel object-object relationship ﬁlter. The visualization compo-
TABLE II
PERFORMANCE RESULTS, IN FPS FOR A VIDEO VOLUME WITH A
RESOLUTION OF 300×384×288 VOXELS. ALL TIMINGS HAVE BEEN
MEASURED ON A DESKTOP PC WITH AN AMD ATHLON 64 X2 DUAL
PROCESSOR WITH 2.4 GHZ, 2 GB OF RAM AND A NVIDIA GEFORCE
8800 GT (512MB) GRAPHICS CARD.
Viewport 7682 10242
Volume 37.4 21.6
Volume+Glyphs+Key Frames+Shear 20.3 11.5
Volume+Glyphs+Key Frames+Shear+Bricking 11.2 7.9
Two-pass Silhouette Rendering 5.6 4.0
nent of the system is based on direct volume rendering, extending
it to multi-ﬁeld visualization of action type, relations between
objects, and level of uncertainty. The multi-ﬁeld visualization
relies on a special design of transfer functions, additional glyph
representations, and the display of snapshots of the video stream.
The main strength of our approach is that it combines the best
of automatic computer-based video analysis and human-centered
visualization. Statistical and computer vision techniques are most
suited for low-level analysis such as background extraction and
classiﬁcation of actions. In contrast, human users are highly
capable of building semantic information out of the low-level
input, for example, complete activities out of low-level actions.
In particular, users are able to resolve ambiguous, uncertain
classiﬁcations from computer vision methods.
In future work, we would like to increase the use of computer
vision to fully automate the processing pipeline. The current
system uses the manually supplied ground-truth annotations for
locating the positions of the human ﬁgures. Automated techniques
for simultaneously detecting and tracking human ﬁgures (e.g.
[24]) could be used as the front-end processing.
In addition, the coupling between computer vision and vi-
sualization techniques could be extended to become two-way:
so far, computer vision methods serve as ﬁrst processing stage
whose result is subsequently visualized; there is potential to
increase the quality of the ﬁrst processing stage by including user
feedback, i.e., by allowing information to ﬂow from the interactive
visualization to the computer vision methods. Such an extended
coupling would require an extended interaction model and the
development of computer-based video processing methods that
accept some user control.
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